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City of Chamblee
Front Yard Tree Program
Purpose and Goal
The City of Chamblee maintains a Tree Fund to be utilized for the protection, planting,
maintenance, and regeneration of trees and forest resources, and for related educational
programs and materials. The City desires to utilize some of the funds to plant and care for
trees to enhance the City's existing tree canopy within a certain distance of the streets and
sidewalks. The goal of the Front Yard Tree Program is to increase the planting of shade trees
in front yards to help increase overall canopy coverage in the City. The Front Yard Tree
Program allows Chamblee homeowners to apply to have a tree installed in their front yard.
The Front Yard Tree Program will generally be available to owners of all residentially-zoned
lots (Neighborhood Residential 1, 2 and 3) within the city limits. The 2019-2020 planting
season served as the pilot program with up to 40 trees available for planting.
Support
The Mayor and City Council understand the importance of maintaining the City’s tree canopy
and. The City has partnered with Trees Atlanta, a non-govenmental, non-profit organization,
which for 34 years has been committed to the care and replenishment of the metro area's
urban forest. In addition, Trees Atlanta, and the City, rely on neighborhood volunteers to plant
trees, thereby reducing cost of its services while improving neighborhood involvement and
sense of ownership in the City's urban forest.
Approval
To apply, interested homeowners should click on the following link: http://bit.ly/chambleetree-request. After the application has been submitted and reviewed, a professional from
Trees Atlanta will contact the applicant, typically within 10 business days. During this call, a
site visit will be scheduled so that Trees Atlanta can inspect the property to determine if a
front yard tree can be accommodated on the applicant’s lot. Please note that some sites may
be disqualified if they cannot support a front yard tree. All trees must be planted within 35
feet of the front property line so that they benefit the community by providing shade for
nearby sidewalks and streets, and shall be immediately visible from the public right-of-way.
A $25 application fee is required to be paid at time of application submittal. No refunds will
be given unless Trees Atlanta determines that the applicant’s front yard cannot support a
new tree. Once all of the spots have been filled, a wait list will be created for additional
applicants in case a tree cannot be planted, or a homeowner changes their mind.
Implementation
Once your application has been approved, a planting day or days will be selected for Trees
Atlanta staff and volunteers to visit Chamblee to install front yard trees. Generally, planting
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season starts on October 1 and ends on March 31. No trees shall be planted later than April
15. During the installation of the tree, Trees Atlanta will demonstrate proper tree planting
techniques to the homeowner and show them how to keep the tree healthy. Family, friends
and neighbors are encouraged to attend so they too can learn these techniques.
Each applicant is limited to one 15-gallon front yard tree. Homeowners may select from a
variety of native oak species, including white, nuttall, Shumard, overcup and willow oak
trees. Trees Atlanta staff will help homeowners pick the best tree for their lot, if necessary.
As part of the program, Trees Atlanta will provide one pest control treatment (if necessary),
one fertilizer treatment and one pruning for each new tree planted. Homeowners are
responsible for watering their trees as directed by Trees Atlanta on planting day. Any trees
that die within the first two years, except for trees that die due to vandalism, vehicular
accidents or acts of nature, will be replaced at no cost to the homeowner.
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